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ABSTRACT
This talk begins with a brief overview of Adaptive Design, then focuses on a summary of
Phase 2 adaptive dose-finding designs. Use of adaptive dose-finding designs in Phase 2 can
replace the traditional sequence of 2 non-adaptive-trials (PoC high-dose versus placebo
trial followed by a dose-finding trial) with a single adaptive dose-finding trial. An
introductory example Phase 2 dose-finding design with performance characteristics via
simulation is presented to show how adaptive designs are evaluated. Various types of
adaptive dose-finding design options are summarized and contrasted to inform on the
various types of dose-finding objectives that can be efficiently addressed by these designs,
which include:
T-statistic-based Up&Down Design
Bayesian 4-parameter logistic model design
Bayesian Normal Dynamic Linear Model (NDLM) design
Maximizing design
2-stage dropping dose(s) design
The talk ends with a brief discussion of regulatory and logistical considerations.
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Adaptive Design: Definition
An Adaptive Trial uses accumulating data to decide how to modify aspects of the study without
undermining the validity and integrity of the trial. (PhRMA)

Validity
 providing correct statistical inference:
 adjusted p-values, estimates, confidence
intervals
 providing convincing results to a broader scientific
community
 minimizing statistical bias

Integrity
 preplanning based on intended adaptations
 maintaining confidentiality of data
 assuring consistency between different stages of the
study
 minimizing operational bias
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What can we hope to accomplish with
Adaptive Trials?
Compared to traditional fixed sample size designs, usually can accomplish 1 of these
while keeping the other 2 fixed
Decrease development time
Decrease sample sizes (costs)
Improve precision / quality of information
Sometimes can accomplish 2 of these, while keeping 3rd fixed
Still looking for the example that accomplishes all 3
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General Structure
•

An adaptive design requires the trial to be conducted in several stages with access to
the accumulated data

•

An adaptive design may have one or more rules:
– Allocation Rule: how subjects will be allocated to available arms
– Sampling Rule: how many subjects will be sampled at next stage
– Stopping Rule: when to stop the trial (for efficacy, harm, futility)
– Decision Rule: the final decision and interim decisions pertaining to design change not
covered by the previous three rules

•

At any stage, the data may be analyzed and next stages redesigned taking into
account all available data
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Main Types of Adaptive Trials
Adaptive types

Adaptations

Group Sequential

Early Stopping

Phase 1 Dose Escalation for Max. Tolerated Dose, e.g., CRM
(Continuai Ressassement Method)

Choice of Next Dose

Phase 2 Adaptive Dose-Finding
- frequent adaptation or 2-stage design

Change of Randomization Fraction

SSR Blinded : Sample Size Re-Estimation Based on Variance, Standard of Care…

SSR Unblinded : Sample Size Re-Estimation Based on Efficacy

Increase Sample Size
Increase Sample Size

Population Enrichment

Modification of Inclusion Criteria 
Sub-Population

Combined Phase 2b & 3 (was “Seamless”)

Dose Selection
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Adaptive Dose-Finding Improves
Drug Development Efficiency
Increased number of doses + adaptive allocation
The strategy is to
initially include few
patients on many
doses to determine
the dose-response,
then to allocate
more patients to the
dose-range of
interest – this
reduces allocation
of patients to ‘noninformative’ doses
(‘wasted doses’).

Response

Inappropriate dose selection remains the main
reason for failure at Phase II and III
The greatest uptake of adaptive trials will be in
exploratory development (Phase IIa/IIb) to
improve dose selection and Phase II decisionmaking

ISR Report December 2012

‘Wasted’
Doses

Dose

8‘Wasted’

Doses
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Single Dose-Adaptive Design can replace
Typical PoC trial and Ph.2a Dose-Ranging Trial
Traditional Phase 2 Program
2N* Patients

≥5N Patients

≥4N Patients

PoC (Ib/IIa)
(High Dose vs. Placebo)

Dose-Finding

Definitive Dose-Response
(if needed)

Phase 2 with Dose-Adaptive PoC Trial
3-4N^ Patients
PoC + Adaptive Dose-Finding
^ <2N if futility realized

≥4N Patients
Definitive Dose-Response
(if needed)

Replace 2 trials with 1→≥4N fewer subjects; less time
* N = # subjects / trmt group for desired precision in PoC trial

Phase
3
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Phase
3

Single Dose-Adaptive Design can replace
Typical PoC and Ph.2a and Ph.2b Trials !!!
Traditional Phase 2 Program
2N* Patients

≥5N Patients

≥4N Patients

PoC (Ib/IIa)
(High Dose vs. Placebo)

Dose-Finding

Definitive Dose-Response
(if needed)

Phase 2 with Dose-Adaptive PoC Trial
3-4N^ Patients
PoC + Adaptive Dose-Finding
^ <2N if futility realized

Phase 3: 1 trial at Target Dose & 1 Higher dose
1 trial at Target Dose & 1 Lower dose
OR: Seamless Phase 2/3 Adaptive Design
Traditional Design, or repeat of 2/3 AD

Replace 3 trials with 1→≥7N fewer subjects; MUCH less time
* N = # subjects / trmt group for desired precision in PoC trial
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Phase
3

How to compute power for
Traditional Dose-Finding Design
Non-Adaptive Design – compute N for certain power (1-beta) and
assumed TRUE delta and SD
• Closed form N=2*(Zalpha+Zbeta)^2 * (SD/delta)^2
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How to compute power for
Adaptive Dose-Finding Design
Adaptive Design – no closed-form formula from which to compute N, so need
to use Simulation
1. Assume TRUE delta for each dose, and SD
2. Generate simulated interim data from those assumed TRUE values
3. Apply adaptive algorithm to assign dose assignments from which to obtain next set of
simulated data
4. Iterate Steps 2 and 3 until reach Total Planned N
5. Perform Final analysis on all Simulated data
6. Repeat the above many (e.g., 1000) times and count proportion of the simulated trials which
reject Null Hypothesis – this is power for AD
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How to assess usefulness of
Adaptive Dose-Finding Design
Compare the following for Adaptive Designs and Traditional Designs
•
•
•
•

Power
Probability of choosing correct or nearly correct dose
Numbers of subjects assigned to dose(s) with target level of response
Total Sample Size needed for above items
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Example
Phase 2 PoC + Dose-Finding Trial Acute Pain
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Frequent Adaptation Ph2a
PoC+Dose-finding Design (example)
2 or 3 doses plus placebo as example – could be more
9 sequential cohorts – total N=102
• First cohort randomizes 30 patients in equal proportions to 2 doses plus placebo
• Last 8 cohorts each with 9 patients (3 placebo; 6 to one of the doses) – doses assigned
adaptively using standardized difference from target response

0-10 NRS pain intensity responses from each design simulated 500 times based on
each of 3 or 4 true dose-response curves (next slide) with SD=2.5
Performance Characteristics averaged over the 500 simulations to compute:
• Power to yield a statistically significant (p<0.05, 1-sided) difference from placebo
• Number of patients allocated to each dose

Example Dose-Response Curves
3-dose design
DR1 = left-shifted
DR2 = middle
DR3 = right shifted
DR4 = Null case

SD=2.5
2-dose design
DR1 = left-shifted
DR2 = right shifted
DR3 = Null case

T-statistic Up&Down Design
(Ivanova, 2008)

Goal: find the dose with response level R.
Goal of dose assignment rule: assign as many subjects as
possible to a dose with mean response R.
One dose assignment rule:
• Step 1. Compute the T-Statistic comparing the mean response at
the current dose to R:
T = (mean-R)/SE
• Step 2.
o
o
o

If
T < -0.1, increase the dose
If -0.1 ≤ T ≤ +0.1, repeat the dose
If
T > +0.1, decrease the dose

Performance Characteristics – 2-dose design
Power for DR1 and DR2 was 94 and 93%, respectively.
• Traditional Design (N=34/group) has 90% power
Power (alpha level) for DR3 5%, as planned
2-dose design
DR1 = left-shifted
DR2 = right shifted
DR3 = Null case

Performance Characteristics – 3-dose design
Power for DR1,2,3, was 97%, 97%, 93%, respectively (via slope test).
• Traditional Design (N=26/group) has 81, 91, 89% power, respectively
(via slope test)

Power (alpha level) for DR4 6% (slightly inflated)
2-dose design
DR1 = left-shifted
DR2 = middle
DR3 = right shifted
DR4 = Null case

NOTE: Used 1:2 randomization for placebo:active to compare to 2-dose design
This increases power somewhat since more allocated to extreme end at placebo

Stopping Early for Futility

if True drug effect equals placebo
Testing pooled doses vs placebo
• Interim analyses (IA) after 1st cohort (30 patients) and after 60 patients
• Conservative Type 2 error spending (gamma=-4, O’Brien-Fleming-like) preserves nearly all of the
study power
o
o

Probability only 15% of stopping at 1st IA, 41% at 2nd; 39% chance of concluding futility at final analysis;
5% chance of Type 1 error

• Liberal Type 2 error spending (gamma=1, Pocock-like) looses ~5-6% off of study power
o
o

Probability 51% of stopping at 1st IA, 30% at 2nd IA; 14% chance of concluding futility at final analysis;
5% chance of Type 1 error

2-stage Adaptive Design for dose-finding
(same idea for Ph2b/3 trial)
Stage 1 – N=13 on each of 3 doses plus placebo

• Interim analysis to drop doses likely to be ineffective (conditional power < 20%, i.e.,
given results after Stage 1, probability of being significant at end of Stage 2 is < 20%)

Stage 2 – N=4*13 divided equally among each dose not dropped at Stage
1 interim analysis
Power via pairwise testing = 92%, 85%, 82%, 5% for the 4 dose-response
curves, respectively (89%, 92%, 88%, 5% via slope test).
Percent of simulations each dose NOT in Stage 2
dose1

dose2

dose3

all doses

DR1

16

7

7

2

DR2

56

17

7

4

DR3

69

56

7

6

DR4

80

80

80

60

Ph2a PoC 2-dimensional dose-finding
adaptive design for consideration

Stage 1 (40-50% of total N randomized in equal proportions to 5 dose

regimen groups and placebo)
0 mg QD/BID

0.2 mg QD

1 mg QD

5 mg QD

1+1 BID
Interim analysis after Stage 1 to select doses/regimens for Stage 2
Stage 2 (remaining 50-60% of total N randomized in equal proportion to selected
dose(s)/regimen(s) based on evaluation of Stage 1 Pain, Stiffness, Function, Labs,
general safety; doses selected from among those shown below)
0mg QD/BID 0.2 mg QD 0.5 mg QD
Lower dose BID

1 mg QD

2 mg QD

1+1 BID

Higher dose BID

• Final analysis based on combined data of Stages 1 and 2
• Option to add Stage 3 ??

5 mg QD

Seamless Ph2b/3 dose-confirmation
adaptive design for consideration
Stage 1 (40-50% of total N randomized in equal proportions to 5 dose regimen
groups and placebo)

0 mg QD / BID

0.5 mg QD

1 mg QD

2 mg QD

1+1 BID

2+2 BID

Interim analysis after Stage 1 to select doses/regimens for Stage 2

Stage 2 (remaining 50-60% of total N randomized in equal proportion to
selected dose(s)/regimen(s) based on evaluation of Stage 1 Pain, Stiffness,
Function, Labs, general safety; doses selected from among those shown
below)
0 mg QD / BID

0.5 mg QD

1 mg QD

2 mg QD

1+1 BID

2+2 BID

• Final analysis based on combined data of Stages 1 and 2
• Option to add Stage 3 ??

Implementation details of Bayesian Algorithm
Developed by Scott Berry
Implemented in Cytel’s COMPASS software
Core idea: algorithm utilizes Bayesian updates of model parameters after
each cohort
• S-shaped (4-parameter logistic model) dose-response curve parameters are treated as
random variables with prior distributions (usually flat) placed upon them
• After each cohort’s response, the (posterior) parameter distributions are updated and
model is re-estimated
• The algorithm utilizes a minimum weighted variance utility function for decision making
during adaptations (i.e., randomization ratios are proportional to the weighted variance
utility function value at each dose)
o

That translates into next cohort’s dose assignments chosen so that the variance of the
response at the current target level of response is as small as possible

Flexible Modeling of Dose-Response With
4-Parameter Logistic Model
f ( d , (  ,  ,  , )   
Dose Response curves
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β = asymptotic minimum
δ = difference between asymptotic max & β
θ = ED50 = dose with response δ/2
τ = slope
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Bayesian Design for the
4-parameter Logistic model
Underlying model:

Yij  f (di , )   ij ,  ij ~ N (0,  2 )
f ( d , (  ,  ,  , )   


(1  e(  d ) / )

d1 ,  , d k
Available doses:
Yij is (continuous) response of the j-th subject on the i-th dose di
θ is the vector of parameters of the distribution f

Patients are randomized in cohorts
Within each cohort, fixed fraction (e.g. 25%) is allocated to placebo,
For the remaining patients within cohort, dose is picked adaptively out of d1 . . . dk doses
Doses are picked so that QWV (Quantile Weighted Variance) utility function is minimized
QWV  q 1 wq Var f d q  min
Q

Developed by S. Berry for
CytelSim (~2006)
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Normal Dynamic Linear Modeling
How to pool information across dose levels in dose-response analysis ?
Solution: Normal Dynamic Linear Model (NDLM)
•
•
•
•

Bayesian forecaster
parametric model with dynamic unobserved parameters;
forecast derived as probability distributions;
provides facility for incorporation expert information

Refer to West and Harrison (1999)
NDLM idea: filter or smooth data to estimate unobserved true state parameters

Structure of DLM
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Aim is to estimate the response mean vector θ=(θ1,…, θK)

Dynamic Linear Models

Idea: At each dose a straight line is fitted.
The slope of the line changes by adding an evolution noise
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NDLM fit, 200 subjects
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Maximization Design for Umbrella Shaped
Dose-Response
Endpoint: composite score for efficacy & safety
(e.g., utility function = w1 x efficacy + w2 x safety)
Objective: to maximize number of subjects assigned to the dose with the highest
mean response, the peak dose
• improve power for placebo versus the peak dose comparison

Assumption: monotonic or (uni-modal) dose-response
Proposed Method: Adaptive design that uses Kiefer-Wolfowitz (1951) procedure
for finding maximum in the presence of random variability in the function
evaluation as proposed by Ivanova et. al.(2008)

Illustration of the Design
Current cohort

Doses

1

Next cohort

2

3
4
Active pair
of levels

1

2

3

4

At given point of the study, subjects are randomized to the levels of the current dose pair
and placebo only. The next pair is obtained by shifting the current pair according to the
estimated slope.

2-Stage Design Description
N – fixed total sample size; K – number of treatment arms including placebo
1st stage (pilot):
• Equal allocation of r*N subjects to all arms
• Analysis to select the best (compared to placebo) arm

2nd stage (confirmation):
• Equal allocation of (1-r)*N subjects to the selected arm and placebo
• Final inference by combining responses from both stages (one-sided testing) via pre-specified
sum of weighted Z’s
o

Posch –Bauer method is used to control type 1 error in the strong sense
• BAUER & KIESER 1999, POSCH & BAUER 1999, POSCH ET AL. 2005

Comments on Posch –Bauer Method for
2-Stage Design
Very flexible method
• several combination functions and methods for multiplicity adjustments are available
• Permits data dependent changes
o sample size re-estimation
o arm dropping
o several arms can be selected into stage 2
o furthermore, it is not necessary to pre-specify adaptation rule from stat. methodology
point of view, but is necessary from regulatory prospective.

Implementation and Uses for Two Stage Design
Posch-Bauer method is
• Robust
o Strong control of alpha
o No assumptions on dose-response relationship
• Powerful
• Simple implementation; Just single interim analysis

Can be used as Phase 2 Dose-Finding Design OR as Seamless II/III Design
o
o

Stage 1 for Phase II portion
Stage 2 for Phase III portion

Regulatory Aspects on Adaptive Designs
FDA Trials Definitions:
• Adequate & Well Controlled (A&WC)
• Less well understood designs (agency needs to gain more experience)
o
o
o

Encouraged to submit
Less well understood does not mean unacceptable
Less stringency for Phases 1 and 2signs

Adaptive Designs are reviewed within the context of the overall submission package
• Learning Phase or Confirmatory Phase

Adaptive trials (like any trial) must make sense and add value to the clinical development plan

Confirmatory adaptive studies have fewer possibilities for adaption
Need to consult agency early to allow adequate review time
• Control of type one error
• More complex logistics and need for firewalls
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Case Study – Frequent Adaptation
Maximizing Design
Quick overview
Complete slide set at:
https://www.cytel.com/hubfs/2017_Events/EUGM%2017/EUGM-2017-Adaptive-Design-Monitoring-Bolognese.pdf?t=1538479762165)

References:
Ivanova A, Liu K, Snyder E, Snavely D (2009) An adaptive design for identifying the dose with the best
efficacy/tolerability profile with application to a crossover dose-finding study. Statistics in Medicine 28:2941-2951.

Bolognese JA, Subach RA, and Skobieranda F. Evaluation of an Adaptive Maximizing Design Study Based on Clinical
Utility versus Morphine for TRV130 Proof-of-Concept and Dose-Regimen Finding in Patients with Post-operative
Pain Following Bunionectomy. Therapeutic Innovation & Regulatory Science 2015, Vol.49(5) 756-766.
Viscusi ER, Webster L, Kuss M, et al. A randomized, phase 2 study investigating TRV130, a biased ligand of the uopioid receptor, for the intravenous treatment of acute pain. PAIN 157 (2016) 264-272.
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Case Study Overall Summary
Phase 2 trial test drug versus placebo and active control for post-surgery analgesia
Objectives: PoC + estimate dose regimen with optimal balance between maximum efficacy and
minimum intolerance
Maximizing adaptive dose-finding design (Ivanova, 2009) chosen to yield better quality information
• fewer patients assigned to dose regimens which are ineffective or intolerable

True potential efficacy and tolerability dose-response (DR) curves were constructed to span the range
of potential DR curves
Clinical utility function defined to combine all of the efficacy and tolerability dose-response curves
Simulation study evaluated performance characteristics
Results indicate the maximizing design
• Has high probability to estimate the correct or nearest to correct dose with maximum clinical utility (i.e.,
“target dose”)
• Maximizes assignment of subjects to the target dose
• Minimizes assignment of subject to doses remote from target dose

2-Stage adaptive PoC+Dose-Finding
Stage A - PoC:
Initial Cohort of 150 patients randomized 1:1:1:1:1:1 to 1 of 4 Test Drug regimens; active control; placebo)
Enrollment pause for ~1 month while Stage A data are analyzed

Stage B – Dose-Finding:
Maximizing Design for clinical utility; 2 starting doses based on the analysis of Stage A
• Patients randomized in ~10 successive weekly cohorts of approximately 25 patients (depending on weekly
enrollment rate)
• Each successive Stage B cohort of ~25 will be randomized 4:8:8:5 to placebo, 2 doses of Test Drug, and active
control, respectively
• Expected to yield for final analysis ~
o 65 total placebo patients
o 75 total active control patients
o > 80-100 patients on target dose

Potential utility outcome for each Test Drug group
← Increasing Test Drug Tolerability (Relative prevalence of AE)

Increasing
Test Drug
Efficacy
(NRS)

↓

T has better
tolerability
than AC
T-AC < -20

T tolerability is
a bit better
than AC
-20 < T-AC < 0

T tolerability is
a bit worse
than AC
0 > T-AC > 20

T tolerability is
worse than
AC
T-AC > 20

T efficacy is less
than AC
T-AC < -1

20

0

0

0

T efficacy is
similar to AC
-0.5 < T-AC < 0.5

60

40

0

0

T efficacy is
better than AC
0.5 < T-AC < 1.5

80

50

40

0

90

50

20

T efficacy is much 100
better than AC
T-AC >1.5

•

Exact
numbers
not
important

•

Determines
“routing” of
next
patients

•

Gradients
are more
important

Cytel Inc.
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Q3h = every 3 hours; q4h = every 4 hours.
Data presented as n (%) [number of events].
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TRV130 = OLINVOTM

(oliceridine injection)
Feb2016, FDA granted breakthrough therapy designation to OLINVO™
(oliceridine injection) for management of moderate-to-severe acute pain.

Jan2018 - FDA accepted NDA
Oct2018 – FDA Advisory Committee voted 8 against, and 7 in favor of,
approval for management of moderate to severe acute pain in adults for
whom IV opioid is warranted
FDA requested additional safety data
More info at: http://www.trevena.com/news.php
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Thank you for your attention!
Questions / Comments / Discussion

info@cytel.com
www.cytel.com
Jim Bolognese
(bolognese@cytel.com)
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Additional Case Studies Follow this slide
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Orphan Disease Case :
HIV-Related Neurological Treatment

The Sponsor’s Challenge
Facing a narrow orphan drug
exclusivity window, the sponsor
company developed and
submits its own combined
phase 2 and 3 trial design, but is
rejected by the FDA.
FDA did not accept sponsor’s
design since type 1 error control
was simulation based & did not
account for all situations. The
sponsor must redesign the trial
without guidance on what
would pass regulatory review.
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Orphan Disease Case :
Combine Phase 2 / 3 Objectives

Response – eliminate white space
• Cytel is brought in to redesign,
to the FDA’s satisfaction, the
sponsor’s original integrated
phase 2 / 3 study.
• The new approach starts
with three dosing arms + one
placebo. A planned interim
look will select the best dose
then continue as a two-arm
confirmatory trial.
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Neurological/HIV Treatment :
Lead the Race to Orphan Drug Approval

Outcomes
We want to acknowledge Cytel’s pivotal
role. Without Cytel we would not have
got this far.
You have been very service-oriented and
responsive throughout.
Scott Harris, Chief Medical Officer
Napo Pharmaceuticals

• Cytel’s redesign was
accepted by the FDA
review board and patient
recruitment efforts began
on schedule.
• The sponsor company is on
track to complete the
confirmatory phase well
within the prescribed
orphan status time frame.
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Neuroscience Case :
Alzheimers Disease

The Sponsor’s Challenge
Dose selection for phase 3 is one of
the most difficult tasks of clinical
drug development. Phase 2 sample
sizes are sufficient for proof-ofconcept, but substantial
uncertainty about dose selection
usually exists after completion of
Phase 2 trials.

The sponsor wants to improve the
efficiency of the phase 2 dosefinding trial for a new Alzheimers
Disease drug candidate
51

Neuroscience Case :
Alzheimers Disease

Interim Analysis:
Select best 1 or 2 doses
for Stage 2, & increase N?
Stage 1

Stage 2 Final Analysis:
placebo placebo •Combines all data
from both stages
Dose 1
•Based on optimized
sample size
Dose 2 Dose 2
•Controls Type 1
Dose 3
error

Response – 2-stage adaptive design to
select the best dose(s) and increase
sample size if needed
• Cytel explored several approaches to
adaptively modify the randomization
ratios across doses to
• Improve or maintain power

• Increase probability of selecting
the best dose for Phase 3 from
this trial’s final results
• Increase or maintain allocation
to best dose

• Increase or maintain precision of
response estimates at the target
dose.
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Neuroscience Case :
Alzheimers Disease
Outcomes
• Using computer simulation,
Cytel explored adaptive design
options plus the traditional
fixed sample size design

(No quote yet; study ongoing)

• For the same Total N as
traditional fixed allocation
design, the adaptive design
improved power and precision
of estimates at target dose
• Improved probability of
selecting best dose(s)
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Oncology Case :
Early Testing for a Lymphoma Treatment
The Sponsor’s Challenge
The company indentifies the early
stage research objectives for a
new proteosome inhibitor drug
for lymphoma.

Continued development requires:
• indentifying the specific
lymphoma type(s) the inhibitor
is effective for
• determining the dose level for
further clinical study: maximum
tolerated dose or smaller dose
with pharmacodynamic activity

The company now confronts the
slow and expensive likelihood of
conducting multiple separate
studies.
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Oncology Case :
Bayesian Adaptive Design Solution

Response – simulate to decide
• Cytel worked with the sponsor
company to determine the
optimal trial design that
accounted for all possible study
scenarios.
• Trial simulations guided creation of
a single Bayesian statistics-based
study to accomplish two distinct
research objectives:
1. identify the optimal subpopulation/lymphoma type
2. determine the most
effective dose level
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Oncology Case :
Moving Forward with a Bayesian Trial

Outcomes

Was a single Bayesian-based study better than
staging multiple conventional trials?
Cytel’s trial simulations provided the certainty
needed to fund continued development.
We’re confident that the resultant design will
address all the early stage questions.
Dr. Matt Spear, CMO
Nereus Pharmaceuticals

• Cytel’s trial design provided
the sponsor with a robust
clinical research solution
that also saved considerable
time and resources.
• Trial patients benefit as the
adaptive sub-group selection
approach progressively
increases the probability of
subjects receiving an
effective medicine at a
meaningful dose.
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Cardiovascular Case :
Acute Coronary Syndrome Treatment

The Sponsor’s Challenge
The disease area is characterized by
low event rates and diverse patient
populations. The conventional
clinical approach — staging a
protracted exploratory trial to
identify the most promising patient
subgroups — carries the two-fold
risk of winning both regulatory
acceptance and additional funding
required to conduct the follow-on
confirmatory study.
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Cardiovascular Case :
Adaptive Design Increases Options
Response – Manage risk by design
• Cytel designed an adaptive
confirmatory trial with interim
analyses-based options for early
stopping, followed by sample size reestimation and population
enrichment.
• This “two trials in one” reduces the
sponsor’s exposure to nuisance
parameters – population and
recruitment uncertainties – that
could both hinder research efforts
and jeopardize continued funding.
• The innovative design enables multiple
sub-population approval scenarios – a
development strategy decidedly less
risky than conventional “all or
nothing” studies.
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Cardiovascular Case :
Regulators Approve the Design

Outcomes

Cytel’s work on the trial design,
simulation and discussions with the
FDA were instrumental in obtaining
the regulatory acceptance for the
proposed methodology in
implementing a groundbreaking
adaptive trial.
Simona Skerjanec, Vice President, Medical Science
The Medicines Company

• Prior to the review meeting,
Cytel provided the FDA
statistical committee
members with a working trial
simulation model enabling
reviewers to familiarize
themselves with the the
design’s methods.
• Cytel and the trial sponsor
successfully defended the
innovative adaptive trial
design allowing the sponsor
to proceed with recruitment.
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Clinical Development Process
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Standard
Development
Process

New
Product

Adaptive
Development
Process

Option to:
Explore additional doses
Stop for futility early

Option to:
Select best dose
Submit application early
Stop for futility

Local Linear Trend Model for NDLM Dose Response
(ref. to Berry (2002) et al.)

Take home messages
• Term Seamless II/III not in guidance
• Agency question: are you still learning?
– Will consider prior studies and how much you know about your compound
– Expectation that you have finished learning
– If agency considers you are still learning in the first stage they may decide to only
accept data from second stage of the trial as confirmatory study
• Benefits of combining information between stages is lost
• Industry experience to date
– Many operationally seamless designs (not combining information)
– There are examples of seamless II/III
• Often part of a larger package of studies
– Compound well usually understood with one remaining question (dose)
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